






TO REPORT A FIRE DIAL 483-2521
The State of New Hampshire requires that written permits
be obtained for all open fires at all times when the ground is
not snow covered.
Permits may be obtained from the Forest Fire Warden, Mr.
Martin Sullivan, for grass, brush, campfires, etc. Permits
must be obtained on the day burning is to be accomplished.
Burn when there is no wind, on rainy days and damp days, in
a safe place and in accordance with the terms of the permit.
Burn before 9:00 A.M. and after 5:00 P.M. Keep some
buckets of water close by; if wind develops, promptly
extinguish the fire. All fires must be extinguished before you
depart the scene.
Parking During Snow Storm
A. From November 1 to April 1 of each year no person shall
park any motor vehicle on any public highway between the
hours of 1 1:00 P.M. and 8 A.M. or at any time in such a
manner as to impede snow removal operations.
B. Any vehicle parked in violation of section A hereof may
be towed by the road agent, the chief of police or their
agents or by independent contractors engaged by the road
agent or the chief of police: any vehicles so towed shall be
stored and released to the owner only upon payment of the
cost of towing and storage by the owner.
C. Any person violating section A hereof shall be subject to
a penalty not to exceed twenty-five dollars for each offense.
Dog Ordinance
A. RESTRAINT: All dogs shall be restrained from running at
large within the limits of the town, except when they are on
the owner's or keeper's property or being used for hunting
or training purposes.
B. PENALTY: Any person or persons, firm or corporation
violating any provisions of this ordinance shall, upon con-
viction, be fined not more than fifteen dollars ($1 5.00) for
each offense.
Now Available For Purchase
At Selectmen's Office
Tax Map {Individual Sheets) $ 8.00
Tax Map Photos (Each) 27.00
National Building Code 10.00
Zoning Regulations & Subdivision Regulations 1.00





Telephone number to reach Rockingham County Dispatch
Center toll free: 1-800-582-7177. This dispatch center is
manned on a 24 hour basis, 7 days a week. The service is
available to Auburn residents for ambulances, wreckers
and all other forms of emergency assistance.
Snow Disposal Ordinance
Any person found shoveling snow into a town road or
plowing snow across the road, so as to impede normal
plowing operations, will be subject to a penalty not to
exceed $25.00 for each offense.
Trespassing and Loitering Regulation
1. PROHIBITION: No person shall enter upon or remain on
Manchester Water Works or Town of Auburn premises,
including all Manchester Water Works properties and all
town buildings or public structures with the appurtenant
land there-to between the hours of 8:00 P.M. and 8:00 A.M.
unless permission by the Board of Selectmen or their
designees has been granted.
2. PROHIBITION: No person shall loiter on the sidewalks in
front of any commercial, fraternal, religious, or municipal
building, or on any property owned by the Manchester
Water Works in Auburn, nor shall any person sit upon or
lean against the walls of residences so as to impede free
passage, without first obtaining the consent of the owners
or person in control of such premises.
3. PENALTY: The violation of any prevision of this
regulation shall be punishable by a fine of not more than
$100.00 for each offense.
Alcoholic Regulations
1. PROHIBITION: No person shall possess or consume any
alcoholic beverages in the areas owned by the Manchester
Water Works in Auburn, and/or other public place or
building without first obtaining the consent of the owners or
person in control of such premises. This regulation to be
duly enforced by the Police Department of the Town of
Auburn and any cooperating police forces, in accordance
with New Hampshire laws.
2. PENALTY: The violation of this regulation shall be
punishable by a fine of not more than $1 00.00 and less than
$50.00.
TOWN OF AUBURN
1 982 Town Warrant & Budget
1 981 Annual Town Reports
AUBURN VILLAGE SCHOOL
1 982-83 School Warrants & Budget
1980-81 Annual School Reports
Community Information
Recreation Committee
First Monday of each month at town office - 7:30 P.M.
P.T.A.
Second Thursday of each month, 7:00 P.M. at School (Library)
Lions Club
Second & Fourth Tuesday of each month, Firehouse - 7:30
Recreation Committee
First Monday of each month at Town Office - 7:30 P.M.
P.T.A.
Second Thursday of each month,7:00 P.M. at School - Library
Lions Club
Second and Fourth Tuesday of each month, Firehouse -
7:30P.M.
Lioness Club
First Wednesday of each month, Firehouse - 7:00 P.M.
Brownies






Third Friday of each month at School - 7:30 P.M. (Gymnasium)
Grange
Third Wednesday of each month at Town Hall - 8:00 P.M.
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department
First Monday at Fire House • 8:00 P.M.
Auburn Planning Board




Second Tuesday at School - 7:00 (Library)
Post Office Hours
Monday through Friday - 6:30-1 1 :00 A.M.: 1 :30-5:00 P.M.
Saturday - 7:00- 1 1 :00 A.M. Lobby closed at 5: 1 5 P.M. Weekdays
Library Hours • Telephone during open hours - 483-5374
Tuesday and Thursday Nights - 6:30 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Friday - 2:00-5:00 P.M. & Saturday - 1 0:00 A.M. - 1 :00 P.M.
District Court
Every Friday - 9:00 A.M.
Fourth Wednesday of each month - 7:30 P.M
Longmeadow United Church of Christ
Sunday - 9:30 AM,
St. Peters Catholic Church
Saturday - 4:00 P.M. and 5:30 P.M.
Sunday - 8:00 A.M., 10:00 A.M., •'1:30 AM.
SELECTMEN'S HOURS
Public meetings are held on each Monday night (except as
otherwise posted).
Individuals wishing to meet with the Selectmen are restricted to
the hours of 7:30 through 9:30 P.M. For appointment, call the
Selectmen's Office at 483-2281.
TOWN CLERK'S HOURS
Monday 1 :00 to 2:30 P.M.; Wednesday 1 :30 to 3:00 P.M.;
Monday and Thursday nights 6:30 to 7:30 P.M.; Friday
9:30 to 1 1 :30 A.M.; Closed Wednesday during July and
August.
TAX COLLECTOR'S HOURS
Monday 1:00 to 2:30 P.M.; Wednesday 9:30 to 11:30
A.M.; Monday and Thursday nights 6:30 to 7:30 P.M.;
Friday 9:30 to 11:30
VOTER REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Person wishing to register to vote or make additions or
corrections to the checklist should call one of the Supervisors
listed below or applications for voter registration may be filled
out at the office of the Town Clerk during her regular office hours.
Supervisors of the Checklist
Patricia A. Allard Arthur E. Butts
Patricia S. Jamroz
Emergency Phone Numbers
Auburn Police • 483-2922 If no answer the call is auto-
matically relayed to the Rockingham County Sheriff (1-800-
(1-800-582-7177)
State Police - 1-800-852-341
1
Fire Department - 483-2521
Ambulance - 1-382-5583 Southern New Hampshire
Ambulance Service is now serving Auburn,
Poison Control Center - Mary Hitchcock Hospital -
1-643-4000 in case of accidental poisoning or drug abuse
antidote information is provided
The above information was compiled by a local 4-H group,
the Auburn Sweethearts, a club project as a service to the
community.
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Philip Hujar- 1982
Linda L. Therriault - 1984
Nancy Willey- 1982




C. Donald Stritch - 1982
Town Clerk
Mary F. Griffin - 1984
Treasurer
Richard P. Miller- 1982
Selectment
Daniel J. Carpenter - 1 984
COLLECTOR OF TAXES
Highway Agent
Joseph P. Stacy - 1 982
Roberta Frisella - 1982
Frank Dollard - 1982
Orrin H.Chase- 1982




Patricia S. Jamroz - 1982
Paula Marzloff, Chairman - 1983
Walter Emerson - 1985
Alternate Members:
Ray Beauchesne - 1982
Auditors
Police Commission
Theobald Therrien - 1983









Mildred I. Gelinas - 1983
Cemetery Trustees
Auburn Village Cemetery
David S. Griffin - 1983
Longmeadow Cemetery
Frances MacKay - 1 983
Trust Fund Trustees












Supervisors of the Checklist
Arthur E. Butts- 1984
Suyveyor of Wood & Timber
Dennis Thorell
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Irving Lunnie - 1984
Gerald R. Lacourse - 1983
Dorothy F. Gilman, Deputy - 1 982
Rebecca McCarthy - 1 983






David S. Griffin- 1984
Walter Jamroz - 1984





Patricia A. Allard - 1986
John Davis- 1982
Orrin H. Chase- 1986
Robert Adkins - 1982
Planning Board
Albert Burtt - Chairman - 1986 George Stratchko - 1983 Brenda Beer - 1 982
Roberta Rolfe 1984 Dennis IVIcCarthy - 1 983 Chester Watson - 1 985
Alternate Members: '-'"® Member of Board of Selectmen
Russell Sullivan - 1982 John Perras - 1982
Town Engineer
Earl J. Davis
Representative to the Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission
Philip Hujar Robert Frasler Donald Marzloff - Alternate
Budget Committee
F. Russell Sullivan - 1982 Paula Marzloff - 1 982 Pauline Locke - 1 983
James Andrus 1983 Maurice J. Biron, Chairman - 1 984 John Perras - 1 984






Gene Thomas - Chairman
Judy Provencher Charles Stanford Richard Eaton
"Special Thanks" to Pam Picard for drawing the
Tov\/n Report cover. Thanks, also, to all those who
contributed to the Report,
TOWN WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
ROCKINGHAM, S.S.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Auburn, in the County of
Rockingham in said State.qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the gymnasium in the Auburn
Village School in said Auburn on Tuesday, fvlarch the ninth next, at
ten of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
FIRST: To bring your ballots for
Moderator for two years
One Selectmen for three years
Town Treasurer for one year
One Auditor for one year
One Auditor for two years
Highway Agent for one year
One Library Trustee for three years
One Auburn Village Cemetary Trustee tor three years
One Longmeadow Cemetery Trustee for two years
One Longmeadow Cemetery Trustee for three years
One Trust Fund Trustee for three years
One Police Commission member for three years
SECOND: To see if the Town will vote the following change in
the adjusted elderly exemption law:
Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:43-f for the
adjusted elderly exemptions from property tax''
These statutes provide for the following exemptions,
based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers: for
a person 65 of age up to 75 years. SI 0.000: for a
person 75 years of age up to 80 years. S 1 5.000: for a
person 80 years of age or older. S20.000. To qualify,
the person must have been a N.H resident for at
least 5 years, own the real estate individually or
jointly, or if the real estate is owned by his spouse,
they must have been married for at least five years In
addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of
less than SI 0.000 or if married a combined net
income of less than SI 2.000. and own net assets of
S30.000 or less, excluding the value of the person's
residence. (On the Official Ballot)
THIRD: To see if the Town will vote on the following:
Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning
Ordinances and Zoning Map as proposed by the
Planning Board'' (Posted in the Town Hall) (On the
Official Ballot)
Polls will be open at 10:00 a.m. and close at 7:00 p.m.
You are also notified to meet on Saturday. March the thirteenth
next at 2:00 p.m. at the Auburn Village School to consider the
following articles:
FOURTH: To see if the Town will vote to incur debt fortemporary
loans in anticipation of taxes.
Fl FTH : To see if the Town will vote to accept such Trust Funds as
may have come in dunng the year and Trust Funds as have not
been previously accepted.
SIXTH: To see if the Town will vote to use the income of the H.B.
Burnham Fund for the schools or library.
SEVENTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept, in the name of and in behalf of the Town,
gifts for the use of the Town.
EIGHTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to dispose of any/or all property acquired by tax deed, by public
sale with the right to accept or reject all bids.
NINTH: To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen
to make application for and to receive and spend in the name of
j
the Town, such advances, grant in-aide. or other funds for Town
purposes as may now. or hereafter be forthcoming from Federal,
State, Local or private agencies that would be of benefit to the
Town,
TENTH: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate ten thousand
dollars (SI 0.000) for the re-surfacmg of Margate Drive and
authorize the withdrawal of the amount required for this purpose
from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund: and further to authorize
the Selectmen to make any pro-rata reductions in the amounts if
estimated entitlements are reduced or take any action hereon.
(Amount included in the Budget. Recommended by the Budget
Committee.)
ELEVENTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
withdrawal of ten thousand dollars (S 1 0.000) from the Revenue
Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the State and
Local Assistance Act of 1 972 for use as set-offs against budget
appropriations to be raised by taxes. And. further to authorize the
Selectmen to make pro-rc.ta reductions in the amounts if
estimated entitlements are reduced and to take any other action
hereon. (For Tarring and Shimming.) (Amount included in the
Budget, Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
TWE LFTH : To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
four thousand six hundred and seventy-four dollars (S4.674) for
the Auburn Police Department to purchase 2 eight channel
mobil radio units, (Amount included in the Budget, Recom-
mended by the Budget Committee.)
THIRTEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the
sum of ten thousand eight hundred and ten dollars (S10.810) to
be funded by the State of New Hampshire Additional Highway
Subsidy Funds 1982 and to expend eleven thousand one
hundred and thirty dollars fS1 1.1 301 funded by the State of New
Hampshire Additional Highway Subsidy Funds 1 981 for the re-
construction of Raymond Road from Chester Road to the
intersection of Raymond Road and Eaton Hill Road, And. further
to authorize the Selectmen to make pro-rata reductions if the
amounts of estimated entitlements are reduced and to take any
action thereon. (Amount included in the Budget, Recommended
by the Budget Committee ) (Total amount is S40.304. The
balance is from TRA Funds)
FOURTEENTH: To see it the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to withdraw from the Capital Reserve Funds in the
name of the Town of Auburn the balance of the 1953 Grader
Trust Fund, the 1967 Police Cruiser Trust Fund, and the 1970
Fire Truck Trust Fund and to expend the amounts plus interest
received as off-sets against the Budget, (Approximately S2.500)
FIFTEENTH: This is a petition signed by 25 registered voters of
Auburn. N.H, 03032 to have the unpaved portion of Appletree
Road brought up to Town specifications at the following estimate
- total S49.362. (Amount not included in the Budget. Not
recommended by the Budget Committee.)
Herbert A. Ambrose Ronald R Martin
Ethel F, Ambrose Nancy E, Martin
James B, Carswell* Wes Libby*
Cindy J. Adams* Al Fuller*
Jacqueline A. Lawrence* Paul R. Parizo
Thomas G. Gaumont Janice T. Parizo















*Not registered voter per
Checklist Supervisors
SIXTEENTH: We the undersigned registered voters petition
the Town of Auburn, New Hampshire to appropriate the sum
of One thousand Forty tour Dollars ($1,044) to the Greater
Derry Community Action Center which is part of Rockingham
County Community Action Program, Inc. a private non-profit
Social Service Agency.
This appropriation will help continue and expand such impor-
tant programs as: Weatherization; Home Energy Assistance;
















SEVENTEENTH: We, the undersigned residents of Auburn,
New Hampshire, do petition the Board of Selectmen to
authorize and implement a program of eliminating the gypsy
moths and their larvae as soon as possible, because our trees






























Mr. & Mrs. Robert Kernan
Ann Marie Riley
Dean Riley










*Not Registered Voters per
Checklist Supervisors
EIGHTEENTH: To hear the report of the Budget Committee
and pass any vote in relation thereto.
NINETEENTH: To transact any other business that may
legally come before the meeting.





















Town Officers Salary 24,550.00
Town Officers Expenses 14,850 00
Elect'on and Registration Expenses 990.00
Cemeteries 4,50000
General Government Buildings 8,237,00
Reappraisal of Property
Planning and Zoning 10,000.00
Legal Expenses 6,000.00





Civil Defense 100 00
Building Inspection
Reward Fund 2,000 00
Police Radios - Warrant Article
HIGHWAYS, STREETS AND BRIDGES
Maple Hill Road 4,000.00
Calef Road 3,500 00
Town Maintenance - Winter 30,600.00
Margate Drive - Warrant Article
Town Road Aid 906 97
Highiway Subsidy-Add'l (Raymond Road)- Warrant Article














General Assistance - Town Poor
Old Age Assistance





Patriotic Purposes (Memorial Day &
Bi-Centennial Park
DEBT SERVICE
Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes
Interest Expense-Long-Term Bonds & Notes
Interest Expense-Tax Anticipation Notes
Interest Expense-Otfier Temporary Loans
Fiscal Charges on Debt
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds



















































































































































PICA, Retirement & Pension Contributions
Insurance 8,000.00 10,037.77 11,100.00 11,100.00
Unemployment Compensation 500.00 500.00
Street Lighting 7,000.00 7,654.60 8.000.00 8,000.00
Rifle Range 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00
Land Acquisition Incinerator 4,667.00 4,667.00 4,667.00 4,667.00
Auditing Fees - Tax Collector 2,500.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 409,279 69 414,449.82 511,700 74 508.740.74 2.96000
Records of Town Meeting - March 1981
The annual meeting of the Town of Auburn was called to
order at 10:00 a.m. 3/10/81 by the Moderator C. Donald
Stritch. Mr. Stritch read the Town Warrant Article One. Mr.
Strltch also read the School District Warrant. The polls were
opened and the ballot box was checked. Mr. Stritch announced
that the absentee ballots would be cast at 3:00 P.M.The polls
were closed at 7:00 p.m. and the ballots were counted with the
following results. Total number of votes cast was 770.
For Town Clerk - Three Years Mary F. Griffin
725 votes
Mary F. Griffin having a pleurality of the votes cast was declared
elected and in open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law.





And a smattering of votes
Daniel J. Carpenter having a pleurality of the votes cast was
declared elected and in open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law.





and a smattering of votes
Linda L. Therriault having a pleurality of votes cast was
declared elected and in open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law.
For Treasurer - One Year
Richard P. Miller 663 votes
and a smattering of votes
Richard P. Miller having a pleurality of the votes cast was
declared elected and in open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law.








and a smattering of votes
Joseph Stacy having a pleurality of the votes cast was declared






and a smattering of votes
David S. Griffin having a pleurality of the votes cast was







Walter W. Jamroz having a pleurality of the votes cast was
declared elected and in open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law.
For Cemetery Trustee - Three Years
(Longmeadow Cemetery)
David S. Griffin 30 votes
Martin Sullivan 1 2 votes
Walter Jamroz 1 1 votes
and a smattering of votes
David Griffin having a pleurality of the votes cast was declared
elected and took the oath of office as prescribed by law.




Marion Miller having a pleurality of the votes cast was declared
elected and in open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law.
For Auditor - Two Years
Rebecca Jamroz 674 votes
Rebecca Jamroz having a pleurality of the votes cast was
declared elected and in open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law.
For Police Commission - Three Years
William E. Blake 529 votes
Aldis J. Christie, Jr. 1 37 votes
Ronald Dionne 89 votes
William Blake having a pleurality of the votes cast was declared
elected and in open meeting took the oath of office as
prescribed by law.
The meeting adjourned at 9:01 p.m. to be reconvened at 2 P.M.
on March 14, at the school.
The annual business meeting of the Town of Auburn was called
to order at 2:00 p.m. by Moderator C. Donald Stritch. Rev.
Hubert J. Topliff, Pastor of the Longmeadow Church gave the
invocation. Mr. Stritch read the results of the vote on Tuesday,
March 10.
ARTICLE 2.(Temporary Loans) Motion was made by Gerald
Lacourse that the article be adopted as printed in the warrant.
Second by Clyde Daggett. Vote was in the affirmative and the
article was adopted.
ARTICLE 3. (Acceptance of Trust Funds) Motion was made by
Patricia Allard that the article be adopted as read. Second by
Frances MacKay. The vote was in the affirmative and the article
was adopted.
ARTICLE 4. (H.B. Burnham Fund) Motion was made by David
Griffin that the H.B. Burnham Fund be used for the Library
Second by Roy W. Davis. Article was passed.
ARTICLE 5. (Gifts) Motion made by Orrin Chase that Article 5
be adopted as written in the warrant. Second by Mr. Dutka.
Article was adopted as written.
ARTICLE 6. (Tax Sale Property) Motion was made by Dorothy
Oilman, that Article 6 be accepted as written Second by Linda
Therriault. The article was adopted as read.
ARTICLE 7. (Reward Fund) Motion was made by Daniel
Tron 3ly that Article 7 be adopted as read. Second by Martin
Sullivan. Article 7 was passed.
ARTICLE 8. (Gifts and Grants) Motion was made by Gerald
Lacourse that Article 8 be adopted as printed in the warrant.
Second by Alan Young. Vote was in the affirmative and the
article was passed as written.
ARTICLE 9. (Wilson Crossing Road) Joseph Stacy moved
that Article 9 be accepted as read. Second by Russell Sullivan.
Mr. John Perras moved to ammend the article to read after the
word "hereon:" the resurfacing with hot top of SpoffordRoad"
10
thereby deleting "For the completion of the construction of a
portion of Wilson Crossing Road from Nutt Road to By-Pass
28". The amendment was seconded. After much discussion
vote was called for on the amendment. The amendment was
defeated. The vote was called for on the original motion. A hand
vote was taken. Yes votes 47. No votes ill. Article 9 was
defeated.
ARTICLE 10. (Summer Maintenance - $6,000) Motion was
made by Joseph Stacy that the article be accepted as printed.




. (Calef Road $3,500) Motion was made by Mr.
Stacy that Article 1 1 be adopted as read. Second by Mrs
Donelson. Article 1 1 was voted and adopted as read.
ARTICLE 12. (Maple Farm Road) Mrs. Gwen Desmarais
moved that the article be adopted as read. Second by Mr
Desmarais. Discussion was held Vote was called and the
article accepted as written.
ARTICLE 1 3. (Visiting Nurse Assoc.) Mrs. Harkins moved the
adoption of Article 1 3. Second by Mrs. Donelson. After some
discussion the vote was called. Vote was in the affirmative and
the article was adopted as printed.
ARTICLE 14. (Community Action) Shirley Dross moved that
the article be adopted as read. Second by Mr Bergeron After
much discussion the vote was called, and the article was
defeated
ARTICLE 15. (Limitation of increase in taxes by amending
State Constitution) Motion was made by Emerson Healdthat
the article be adopted. Second by Mr. Durand. Discussion
was held. A ballot vote having been called for the ballot box
was prepared and the vote was taken. The results being Yes
73 No 67 Blank 1. The article was passed.
ARTICLE 16. (Cable Television) Motion was made by Harry
Flanders that the article be adopted as printed. Second by J.
Bergeron. Explanation was given. The question was called
and the article was passed by a voice vote.
ARTICLE 17. (Fire Hose) Motion was made by Martin
Sullivan that the article be accepted as read. Second by Alan
Young. The article was voted and accepted as read.
ARTICLE 18. (Report of the Budget Committee) Alex
Komandis moved that the budget in the amount of $407,279.69
be adopted. Second by Mr. Bergeron Martin Sullivan moved to
amend the motion to add an additional $200000 for the
purchase of radios for the Fire Department Amendment was
seconded by Mr Phillips. Explanation was given and vote was
called on the amendment. Vote was in the affirmative and the
budget was amended to read $409,279 69 Vote was taken and
a budget in the amount of $409,279.69 was accepted
ARTICLE 1 9. (Other Business) Mr Headd spoke relative to the
Old Home Day to be held on August 1 and 2.
Mr Lacourse thanked Orrin Chase for his support on the
Board in filling the unexpired term of Maurice Biron who
resigned for health reasons.
Motion to adjourn by Maurice Biron was accepted and the





Detailed Statement of Payments
Town Officer's Salaries
Philip Hujar, Selectman 1,220.00
Gerald R. Lacourse 1,130.00
Daniel J. Carpenter, Selectman 840.00
Orrin H. Chase, Selectman expenses 210.00
Mary F. Griffin, Town Clerk (fees and salary) 3,219.00
Linda L. Therriault, Tax Collector (fees and salary) 2.224.06
Dorothy F. Oilman, Tax Collector (fees and salary) 307.40
Richard P. Miller, Treasurer 700.00
Margaret M. Hasbrouck. Selectmen's Secretary 9,946.55
Barbara A. Lee, Selectmen's Clerk 3,532.16
Elaine, Fuller, Clerk 135.68
Katherine Scott, Budget Committee Secretary 62.13
Eva Lunnie, Budget Committee Secretary 17.10
Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Secretary's policy 269.36
Nancy Willey, Auditor 1 1 o 00
Rebecca Jamroz McCarthy, Auditor 110,00
Marion Miller, Trustee of the Trust Funds 60 00
24,093 44
Town Officers' Expenses
Philip Hujar, Selectman expenses 500,00
Gerald R. Lacourse, Selectman expenses 500.00
Daniel J. Carpenter, Selectman expenses 400 00
Orrin H. Chase, Selectmen expenses 100 00
June Eaton, census 225 00
Andrew Blais, pick-ups 2,280,00
State of New Hampshire, pick-up cards 8 00
New England Telephone, telephone 642.36
Postmaster, postage and box rental 1,424,56
Accurate Printing, '80 Town Report 2,478.00
Ferdinando Insurance, bonds 510.00
Manchester Union Leader, ads 128 91
Conway Office Products, copy paper 323 13
Spaulding Printers, stationary 54.00
Homestead Press, stationary 91.45
Linda L. Therriault, convention expenses 372 56
Mary F. Griffin, convention expenses 221 .1 7
Troop #127, book delivery 200 00
Municipal Computer Service, Inc. tax files 1 ,435,90
Jones Office Equipment, typewriter 747,25
Conway Office Products, maintenance contract 132,50
Edith E. Holland, redemptions 147.00
Jones Office Equipment, repairs and supplies 101.76
Belmont Springs Water Co., Inc., water cooler 260.90
Richard P, Miller, re-imbursement for stamps 3,60
Daniel Carpenter, re-imbursement SNHPC 10,00
Gerald R. Lacourse, re-imbursement SNHPC 10,00
Albert Burtt, re-imbursement SNHPC 5,00
Walter Emerson, re-imbursement SNHPC 10.00
Donald Marzloff. re-imbursement SNHPC 10.00
Margaret M. Hasbrouck, re-imbursement SNHPC 5.00
N.H. Assessing Officials, dues 20,00
State of New Hampshire, supplies 189 95
Branham Publishing Co,, reference books 21.00
Paula Marzloff, Radio Shack re-imbursement, tapes 6,38
Brown and Saltmarsh, supplies 195 84
New Hampshire City and Town Clerks Assoc, dues 1 2 00
R.H Llewellyn Co., Inc, office supplies 102 1
1
Edith Holland, recording Current Use 9 1 8
New Hampshire Tax Collector's Assoc . dues 1 5 00
Highsmith Co., Inc.. office supplies 18 15
Margaret M, Hasbrouck, re-imbursement
for supplies and workshops 26 15
Barbara Lee, re-imbursement for
workshop and supplies 10,61
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department, cash book sheets 7.00
Wheeler and Clark, dog tags and forms 1 05.57
Amoskeag Savings Bank, box rental 7.50
Ross Express, delivery charges 8.15
The Withey Piess, Inc, printed forms 1 3 55
Election and Registration Expenses
Patricia Allard. Supervisor Check List
Arthur Butts, Supervisor Check List
Patricia Jamroz, Supervisor Check List
Marjorie Chase. Ballot Clerk
Theresa Dutka, Ballot Clerk
Roberta Rolfe. Ballot Clerk
Mollie Sullivan, Ballot Clerk
C. Donald Stritch. Moderator
Donald MacDonald. Asst, Moderator
Mary F Griffin, Town Clerk
Margaret M, Hasbrouck, Asst Town Clerk
Orrin H.Chase, Selectman
Gerald R. Lacourse. Selectman
Auburn Supermarket, lunch supplies
June Eaton, supper
Homestead Press, envelopes
Spaulding Company, Inc., forms
Postmaster, stamps for re-registration
Contour, Marketing, computer checklists
Daniel J. Carpenter, booths
Patricia Allard. re-imbursement N.E.T.
Cemeteries
Auburn Village Cemetery. Fence
Longmeadow Cemetery. 1981 appropriation
General Government Buildings
Public Service Co. of N H., electric bills
Auburn Fuel, oil
Paula Marzloff. lawn and building care
Central Paper Products, paper supplies
Still's Nursery and Tractor Co.. Inc . lawnmower
Jim Trombly Plumbing and Heating,
furnace and plumbing repairs
Bill Trombly Plumbing and Heating.
electrical and plumbing repairs
F, Russell Sullivan, insulation and paneling
Air Cleaning Specialists, Inc, smokeeter
Petrolane Gas Service, gas for kitchen
N.H. Safe and Lock Co., repair of locks
Karen Seavey, Town Clerk sign
N H, Super Vac. Inc. parking lot cleaning
Belmont Springs Water Co., Inc. water cooler
M D, Stetson Co wax and floor cleaning supplies
Planning and Zoning
Eva Lunnie. Zoning Board Secretary 172 48
Margaret Hasbrouck. Zoning Board Secretary 96 77
Robyn-Le Kohut Planning Board Secretary 1,171 64
FRussel I Sullivan.Zoning Officersalary and expenses 1.1 00 00
Manchester Union Leader legal notices 382.40
Surveying-Layout-Forestry tax maps 493 83
ZB.A and Planning Board members, re-imbursement



































Master Security Lock Service Co., Inc., files' keys
Allsafe and Lock Services, lock replacement
Alex Komaridis, attorney fees
Postage re-imbursement to Secretaries
Legal Expenses
Wadleigh, Starr, Peters, Dunn & Kohls, legal fees
Alex Komaridis, legal services
Sheehan, Phinney, Bass & Green, legal fees
Advertising and Regional Association
N.H. Municipal Assoc. 1981 dues
Southern N H. Planning Commission, fees
Police Department
Lloyd P. Wood, Police Chief
Gary Fischer, Police Officer
George Groce, Police Officer
Edward Picard, Police Officer
Edward Dauphinais, Police Officer
Stephen Menard, Police Officer
John Manni, Police Officer
Frank Wise, Jr , Police Officer
Alexander Castora, Police Officer
Mary E. Rolfe,Secretary
Manchester Water Works, Gas for cruisers
Granite State Service Station, Gas for cruisers
Car-Go, front end alignment
Hebert Auto Supply Co., parts
Kinne Electric Service, repairs to lights
Sanel, auto parts































Ken and Ray s Auto Service Center, State inspections 1 8.1 5
Tulley Buick-Pontiac, parts 29.44
Keystone Battery of N.H , Inc., battery 44.94
Manchester Tire & Battery Co.. tires and balancing 1,045,40
Joe Stacy, General Contractor, servicing cruisers 293.1
1
LP Wood, re-imbursement supplies 10.62
R.H. Llewellyn Co., Folders and pads 64.80
Spaulding Co., Inc., Reports and letterheads 144.20
Jones Office Equipment, typewriter ribbons 16,45
Homestead Press, envelopes 31 50
Stamps and postage re-imbursement 87.68
John Manni, Re-imbursement shirt, misc. 33.25
Gary Fischer, hat 8.95
Mack's Men's Shop, jackets, shirts, etc 447.40
Ben's Uniforms Inc.. gloves, shoes, cuffs 1 70.93
Neptune. Inc., jacket 100.00
John Manni, developing and re-imb. for camera 208.85
Jeff Hastings, pictures 22.50
Edward Picard, film and pictures 6.00
CEN-COM, cn/stals 28.00
Motorola, Inc, crystals 272,25
2 Way Communications Service, Inc, repairs 326.58
State of N.H., repairs 536.22
Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Chief's insurance 461.76
N.H. Retirement System, Chief's pension 1,762.64
June Eaton, Police Census 50.00
Wayne's Glass and Aluminum Co., Inc, glass 19.20
CEN-COM, pager repair 49.75
SA-SO, misc. supplies 118.10
LP. Wood, Re-imb. fire extinguisher and supplies 1 43.4
Auburn Supermarket, films, batteries, etc. 191.20
G.P. Brena, M.D., Physical for officer 30 00
State of N.H., radar certification
FerJfinando Insurance, Liability Ins. for Officers
Ferdinando Insurance, Cruisers' coverage
N,H. Assoc, of Chiefs of Police, 1981 dues
N.H. Criminal Investigators Assoc, dues
N.E. Assoc, of Chiefs of Police, dues
International Assoc, of Chiefs of Police, dues
New England Telephone, service for 1981
Fire Department
Getty Refining & Marketing Co., gas for trucks
Community Energy Co., oil for building
Dustin Oil Co., oil for building
Truck Maintenance
Robbins Auto Parts, Inc.
AAA Machine Co.
Liberty International Trucks, Inc.
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc.




Ken & Ray's Auto Service Center
Equipment Repair
R-L. Service, Inc.
General Electric Supply Co.
Bev's Custom Canvas
Clarence Ellison
Dan Trombly, Re-imb. supplies
Building Maintenance
Stan's Masury Paint Store, Inc.
Building and Supplies
Master Security Lock Service Co.
Central Paper Products Co
Milligan & Currier
F & M. Coffee
Bill Trombly Plumbing & Heating


























Paul Therrien, Re-imb. Supplies
John Reade, Re-imb. Supplies
Rescue Squad Supplies
N.H. Medical Supply
Emergency Medical Supplies of New England
Southern N.H. Emergency Medical Service
11.00
Jems, Subscription
David Kuehl,, Re-imb. new equipment
Lenny Wilson. Candia. new equipment
Lakes Region Mutual, Dues
New England Assoc, for Fire Ctiiefs, dues
Burpee, Griffin & Perkins, Insurance
Public Service Co., of N.H.
New England Telephione
Fire Department - New Hose
Gorham Fire Equipment Co.. Hose & parts
Gortiam Fire Equipment Co.. Fittings


















Reimbursements for figfiting fires 489.07
Auburn Fire Department, pumper 20 00
Civil Defense 509
07
Ttieobald A. Tfierrien, Director, mileages expenses 55.00
Reward Fund 100.00
Highways, Streets and Bridges
Maple Hill Road
Josephi Stacy, Foreman 57.20
Josepti Stacy, Equipment 1,102.30
Tfierrien & Sons, Gravel & bank run 1,662.20
N.H. Bituminous, Tar 1.178.30
Calef Road
Vital Statistics
Mary F. Griffn, Town Clerk
Visting Nurses Association
Welfare
General Assistance - Town Poor
Old Age Assistance
Senior Citizens
Treasurer. Re-imb. for meals & trips
Library
Griffin Free Public Libary, 1981 appropriation
Parks & Recreation
Public Service Co., of N.H.
Don's Sport Center, Inc., Soccer supplies
Auburn P.T.A.. contribution to Halloween party
C. Donald Stritch, Re-imb. fireworks
Treas., Auburn Schiool District, Re-imb. custodian
Memorial Day & Bi-Centennial Park
Samuel Eastman Co, Inc., plaque
Mancfiester Memorial Co.,
installing bronze tablets
Leo Belisle Granite Co.. granite post
J.H. Rolfe Construction Co., bark mulch
Manchester Sand, GRavel & Cement Co.,
crushed stone
James C. Wood, lumber for drape frame







COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
REPORT OF TOWN CLERK




(For Current Year's Levy)
SUMMARY OF WARRANTS
PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1981
- DR. -
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes
beginning of fiscal year - January 1 , 1 980 from Tax Sales of
Previous Years.
(b) "Taxes Sold to Town During Current Fiscal Year;"
Tax Sales held during fiscal year ending December 31,1 980,
should include total amount of taxes, interest and costs to
date of sale.
NOTE: TOTAL DEBITS and TOTAL CREDITS should agree.
19
TREASURER'S REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31 , 1 981















Received from Trust Funds
Received from Trust Funds
Interest Amoskeag Savings Bank
Interest Merchants Savings Bank
Interest Merchants Checking Account
Received from Town of Auburn 1981 Appropriation











J J Moreau, Flag
REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN










70 Mature Young Adult












Tuesday - 6:30 - 8:00 P.M.
Friday - 2:00 - 5:00 P.M.
Also Saturday - 10:00 A.M. - 1:00
P.M.
This past summera very successful story and craft hour was
run for pre-schoolers on Saturday mornings. Attendance
averaged about 10 children a morning. High attendance was
15. If enough interest is indicated there will be another
program this summer. The program runs 6 weeks with the
only requirement being pre-registration with the librarian.
Note: Any resource book requests should be filed two weeks
prior to report due date with the librarian to insure book
availibility.
Help us to help the library work for you. We strongly need
your support and donations. Thanks to all who gave




REPORT OF THE TREASURER OF
THE GRIFFIN FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
1981
Receipts
Balance on Hand 1/1/81

AUBURN VILLAGE SCHOOL
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Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Assistant Superintendent of Schools




Auburn, New Hampshire 03032
Members of the Board:
We have examined the financial statements of the various
funds and account groups of the Auburn School District for
the year ended June 30, 1981 and have issued our report
theron, dated November 1 9, 1 981 . As part of our examination,
we reviewed and tested the District's system of internal
accounting control to the extent we considered necessary to
evaluate the system as required by generally accepted
auditing standards. Under these standards, the purpose of
such evaluation is to establish a basis for reliance thereon in
determining the nature, timing and extent of other such
auditing procedures that are necessary for expressing an
opinion on the financial statements.
The objective of internal accounting control is to provide
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance as to the safe-
guarding of assets against loss from unauthorized use or
disposition, andthe reliability of financial recordsfor preparing
financial statements and maintaining accountability for assets.
The concept of reasonable assurance recognizes that the cost
of a system of internal accounting control should not exceed
the benefits derived and also recognizes that the evaluation of
these factors necessarily requires estimates and judgment by
management.
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in
considering the potential effectiveness of any system of
internal accounting control. In the performance of most control
procedures, errors can result from misunderstanding of in-
structions, mistakes of judgment, carelessness or other
personal factors. Control procedures whose effectiveness
depends upon segregation of duties can be circumvented by
collusion. Similarly, control procedures can be circumvented
intentionally by management with respect to the estimates and
judgments required in the preparation of financial statements.
Further, projection of any evaluation of internal accounting
control to future periods is subject to the risk that the pro-
cedures may become inadequate because of changes in
conditions and that the degree of compliance with the pro-
cedures may deteriorate.
Our study and evaluation of the District's system of internal
accounting controlfortheyearendedJune30, 1 981 which was
set forth in the first paragraph, would not necessarily disclose
all weaknesses in the system.
While we found no conditions we consider to be material
weaknesses, we wish to draw your attention to the following
financial management areas.
FIXED ASSETS RECORDS
Adequate accounting procedures and records are essential to
the protective custody of governmental property. The value of
fixed assets for all governmental entities is substantial and
usually greater in value than the current assets. Lack of these
detailed records prevents fair presentation of fixed asset costs
as required by generally accepted accounting principles. We
recognize that the District has included the establishment of
fixed asset records in its long-range objectives.
GROSS BUDGETING
The budget for the Food Service Fund did not include
approximately 64% of the financial activity for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1981.
Sound management practice requires that realistic budgets
be prepared for all projected operations. We urge the District to
budget on a "Gross Basis" to provide full accountability for
operations from the planning phase through the final report on
the years' operations.
FOOD SERVICE FUND
With the present accounting system in place, there is no need
for separate checking and savings accounts to be maintained
for the Food Service Fund. Through the accounting system, the
Food Service Fund would be charged for all revenues and
expenditures applicable to it.
PUBLICATION REQUIREMENTS
The provisions of R.S.A. 71-A:21 require that only this letter be
published in the next annual School District Report.
However, we suggest tht you consider the publication of the
entire report which includes auditor's opinion, financial state-
ments and notes to financial statements. No portion of either
the auditor's opinion, financial statements or notes to financial
statements may be published separately.
During the course of this year, the District has implemented or
corrected most items included in the summary of findings and
recommendations of our audit report of the previous year. We
commend the District for its efforts.
We extend our thanks to the officials and employees of the
Auburn School District for their assistance dunng the course of
this audit.
November 19, 1981 Municipal Services Division
SECONDARY EDUCATION
STUDY GROUP REPORT
At the March 1981 Auburn School District Annual Meeting the
voters approved the formation of a Secondary Education Study
Group to investigate the feasibility of a cooperative high school
among the school districts of Auburn, Bow, Candia and Hooksett.
This study group, comprised of representatives from the above
four communities, met several times during 1981. They
investigated population areas, projected numbers of students,
equalized valuations, building aids, traffic patterns, possible
locations and community opinion.
At the March 1 982 District meetings in Auburn, Bow, Candia and
Hooksett, a warrant article regarding the continuation and
funding of this study will be presented to the voters.
It is the position of the Auburn School Board that this matter be
brought to the attention of the voters for their decision. Please
read the proposed warrant in this report and make you opinion
known at the District Meeting.
Thomas McGrath
^ n Auburn School Board
state of New Hampshire
AUBURN SCHOOL DISTRICT
WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District, in the Town of
Auburn, New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs;
You are hereby notified to meet at the Auburn Village School
in said district, on the 1 2th day of March, 1 982, at eight o'clock in
the evening to act upon the following subjects:
1 .) To hear the report of agents, auditors and committees or
officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
2.) To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate Two
Thousand Nine Hundred Twenty-Five and 00/100 ($2,925.00)
Dollars to fund a portion of the cost incurred in hiring an
architect and/or educational planner to assist the Secondary
Education Cooperative Study Group investigating the feasibility
of a cooperative high school for the School Districts of Auburn,
Bow, Candia and Hooksett: said committee to report back to the
participating School Boards not later than December 3, 1982,
with their recommendations. However, unless three of the
aforementioned School Districts appropriate the share of costs
allocated to them or both Bow and Hooksett School Districts
appropriate their share of costs, this appropriation shall become
null and void.
3.) To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to
apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the
School District Meeting, money from the state, federal or other
governmental unit or a private source which becomes available
during the 1982-83 school fiscal year provided that such
expenditure be made for purposes for which a School District
may appropriate money and that such expenditure not require
the expenditure of other School District funds. Further, that the
School Board hold a public hearing prior to accepting and
spending such money.
4.) To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Nineteen Thousand Two Hundred Ninety-Four and 00/1 00
($1 9,294.00) Dollars to fund the cost items related to increases
in teachers' salaries and benefits attributable to the latest
collective bargaining agreement entered into by the School
Board and Auburn Education Association for the fiscal year
1982-1983, such sum of money representing the additional
costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over
those obligations payable underthe prior Collective Bargaining
Agreement. (This is the first year of a two-year contract.)
5.) We, the undersigned, legal residents and voters of the Town
of Auburn, New Hampshire, request bus transportation be
provided for students attending Pinkerton Academy. This
request does not require the acquisition of an additional bus. We
currently have two buses idle between the hours of 6:30 and
7:50 a.m. and 1:30 and 2:50 p.m. (By Petition)
6.) To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries and benefits for school district officials and agents
other than benefits and salaries payable to teachers; and, for the
payment of the statutory obligations of the District.
Given under our hands at said Auburn, New Hampshire,








State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District, in the Town of
Auburn, New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Auburn Village School
in said district, on the Ninth day of March, 1 982, at Ten O'Clock in
the morning, to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. Are you in favor of changing the terms of the School District
Clerk, Moderator and Treasurer from one year to three years
beginning with the term of the School District ClerK
Moderator and Treasurer to be elected at the next year's
regular school district meeting. (By Petition)
Given under our hands at said Auburn, New Hampshire







AUBURN SCHOOL DISTRICT BUDGET
REVENUES & CREDITS AVAILABLE
TO REDUCE SCHOOL TAXES
770 Unreserved Fund Balance





3210 School Building Aid














5220 Trans From Cap Pro]ects Fund
5230 Trans From Cap Reserve Fund
5100 Sales of Bonds or Notes
1000 Local Rev other than Taxes
1300 Tuition




TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES & CREDITS
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT
















































(School portion of the Business Profits Tax $26,292 00 to be applied














The School District Meeting was called to order at 8 00 P M by
the Moderator C. Donald Stritch. at the Auburn Village School
Auditorium, He read the results of the balloting on March 10. 1981
and the School Warrant
Article #1
Mr. Robert Lewis made a motion to accept the article as
read, Donald McDonald seconded the motion. No discussion
the moderator called for the vote. It was declared the Yes
have it and so passed.
Article #2
Mrs Eve Mongeau made a motion to accept the article as
read. Walt Jamroz seconded the motion. No discussion, the
amoderator call for the vote. It was declared the Yes have it
and so passed.
Article #3
Mrs. Marion Preston made a motion to accept the article as
read. Richard Millersecondedthe motion. Nodiscussion.the
moderator called for the vote. It was declared Yes have it and
so passed.
Article #4
M r Robert Lewis made a motion to accept the article as read
Linda Therriault seconded the motion. Discussion followed
Mrs. Mongeau gave background on article from 1980
meeting. The moderator called for the vote. It was declared
the Yes have it and so passed.
Article #5
Mrs. Eve Mongeau made a motion to accept the article as
read. Mrs. Dittmar seconded the motion. The architect was
introduced to the voters and explained what was proposed
to partition off classrooms, vents and exhaust tarns. Much
discussion followed. The moderator called for the vote. It was
declared the Yes have it and so passed.
Article #6
Mrs. Marion Preston made a motion to accept the article as
read, John Davis seconded the motion. Mr. Stritrh pxplaineri
the article. The question was called for. The moderator called
for the vote. It was declared the Yes have it and so passed.
Article #7
Mr. Robert Lewis made the motion to accept the article as
read, it was seconded by Mrs, Jacob, Some discussion
followed. The moderator called for the vote. It was declared
the Yes have it and so passed.
Article #8
Mrs, Eve Mongeau made the motion to accept the article as
read and it was seconded by Mr. Durand Mrs. Fellows made
a motion to ammend the article as reads. Age group 1 8-2
1
however, programs now in progress for the handicapped
students may not be terminated under this article except
upon successful completion of said program. Mrs. Paula
Marzloff seconded the motion. Discussion followed. A vote
was called for on the amendment. The amendment was
defeated. Mr. Stritch reread Article #8 and the vote was
called for There were 105 ballot votes, 34 Yes and 70 No.
The article was defeated.
Article #9
Mrs, Marion Preston made the motion to accept the Article
as read and was seconded by Mrs, Eve Mongeau. Discussion
followed and the moderator called for the vote It was
declared the Yes have it and so passed.
Article #10
Mr. Robert Lewis made a motion to accept the article as read
($326,327.00) and was seconded by Mrs. Topliff. Discussion
followed. The moderator called for the vote, it was declared
the Yes have it and so passed.
Article #1
1
Mr Alex Komaradis made motion to accept article as read
and Mrs. Paula Marzlofi seconded. ($1,321,654.40). Much
discussion followed, Mrs, Davis wished to amend Article 1
1
to cut budget 6% ($ 1 ,268,81 0,00) a cut of $52,844.00. The
amendment was seconded by Mr. Durant. A discussion
followed. The School Board stated that the Budget
Committee approved this budget. The question was called
for. The amendment was defeated Mam budget dis-
cussion again ($1 ,32 1 ,654.40). John Davis made a motion
to cut the budget 2V2% this was seconded by Mrs. Jacobs
($1 ,291 .879.00). The question was called for. A hand vote
resulted in the following Yes 32, No 42, the amendment
was defeated. The question was called for to vote on
Article # 1 1 budget $1 ,32 1 ,654.40. It wasdeclared the Yes
have It and so passed.
Mr Raymond Bourque thanked all for support and stated all were
welcomed at Public Budget hearing to discuss or listen to the way
the budget is set up, Mr, Thomas Mcurath was sworn in as School
Board member, A motion was made by Alex Komaradis to adtourn





SCHOOL DISTRICT OF AUBURN
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
March 10, 1981
On March 10, 1981 elections for the School District of
Auburn, New Hampshire were held with the ''esults as follows:
Moderator for 1 Year
Donald Stritch
Londonderry Turnpike
Auburn. New Hampshire 03032
Treasurer for 1 Year
Nancy Gagnon
Chester Road
Auburn, New Hampshire 03032
Clerk for 1 Year
Marcia Trombly
Chester Road








Auburn, New Hampshire 03032
School Clerk of Auburn
Superintendent of Schools' Report
1980-1981 Academic Year
This past year has seen significant changes in the
organizational structure of School Administrative Unit #15,
comprising the school districts of Auburn. Candia, Hooksett
and Raynt>ncl.
Mr. Richard F. Thompson, who has served as Assistant
Superintendent of Schools in Ipswich. Massachusetts. The
S.A.U. # 1 5 Board then reviewed the administrative structure
With several goals in mind primarily to maintain cm effective
and efficient management system
The directive given to me as Superintendent by the Board
was to draft a job description for each professional staff
member within SA.U. #15. The results of the structural
changes were:
1 Superintendent to oversee and manage
all personnel within SA.U # 1 5.
2 Mr. Edward Donovan, former principal of the
Raymond Lamprey River Elementary School,
will assume all responsibilities for
instruction in Auburn Candia. Hooksett
and Raymond.
3- Mr Donald Beaudette. former principal o*
Hooksett Memorial Junior High School, will
be assigned to all the business affairs of the
four districts.
4 Mrs. Carol Davis. Director of Special Services, will
continue overseeing all special education and
special needs students in the four districts.
As a management team for the four local school boards the
pursuit of education has become extremely complicated,
inasmuch as the federal and state governments have cur-
tailed funding, but have left local school boards with statutes
and state board directives in the operation of the schools
Some areas these mandates include are staff development
accountability/mmimum competency, collective bargaining,
the new revised Handbook II (State of New Hampshire new
accounting process). Right to Know Law and handicapped
education
Without guestion the most important increase m costs to
the districts has been in energy. All schools have cooperated
fully to keep the usage of utilities at a minimum without
jeopardizing valuable educational programs.
The Auburn School Board has, through the use of a
Technical Assistance grant along with Energy Conservation
Measures, seen a decrease over the past several years in the
consumption of oil and kilowatt hours. The following graphs
will give some indication of energy consumption and com-
parative costs to the district
Through the efforts of this new re-organization several
advantagesarealready observed We have been able to bulk
purchase oil. coordinate contractual obligations for busing
across four districts and d"'" g the co'Tse 'the 1982-83
school year there will be a new process for bidding on school
supplies, textbooks and athletic eguipment. which will
alleviate the cost to the taxpayers
The second increase m costs have been the area of special
services to the district.
Students who are physically, intellectually or emotionally
disabled required specialized programs in order to benefit
from school and become productive citizens. The Auburn
A -8
AUBURN VILLAGE SCHOOL TOTAL
ENERGY COSTS
School District continues to meet its responsibility toward
these students in the most cost effective way possible. The
1980-81 school year saw the opening of a Resource Pro-
gram at Auburn Village School which makes it possible to
educate many handicapped students in town rather than
assigning them to costly out-of-district programs. The
Resource Program meets the needs of special students by
["ovidirij alternative curriculuiri options, smaller groupings
and specialized remedial work for those students who require
It
Handicapped students of high school age and those who
require even more specialized programs can be assigned to
programs sponsored by other school districts or private
agencies. Auburn students regularly attend the Easter Seal
School, the Moore Center, classes sponsored by the Hooksett
Raymond, Manchester and Merrimack School Districts, and
area public high schools. Transportation costs are typically
high so the Auburn School District participates in a shared
bus-routing plan with other S.A U. # 1 5 Districts to keep costs
as low as possible A large portion of the educationally related
expenses (including transportation) of special students is
contributed by the State of New Hampshire.
I wish to thank all Auburn School Board members, the citizens
of the community of Auburn, local school administrators and all
school staff members for their support during the past year
Respectfully submitted,
David R. Cawley
Superintendent of Schools YEAR 76-77 -81 81-82 82-83 83-84 84-85






The school population on September 8, 1980, was 422 and
when school closed in June, it was 421.
During the past school year the staff and ! reviewed the existing
math curriculum and selected a basic series for grades 1 -8. An on
going review of specific curriculum areas will take place on a
yearly basis. This will provide continuity in school programs.
Minor changes in other curriculum areas are being made to
correleate with the minimum competency requirements of the
specific subject areas. I plan to review and update the Social
Studies curriculum for the next year Several members of the
staff and I have taken workshops and/or courses in computer
literacy and programming. The school district has been awarded
a Title IVC grant to work with a select group of students on a
project called "Computeronics and Strategies." Its main purpose
is to help academically oriented students learn about computers
and develop skills in programming. Our next objective is to
expose many of the students to computers. We will conduct a
computer orientation program in the regular classroom using
teachers assisted by students from the Title IVC project.
Our athletic programs continue to provide a valuable exper-
ience for the students of Auburn, Students are able to participate
in soccer, basketball, baseball, softball and cheerleading.
Approximately 190 students and parents attended a sports
award banquet at the end of the school year School letters,
certificates, and trophies were given out to the many students
who participate in the various programs.
A new gymnasium roof was installed this past summer that has
an excellent insulation factor The second level open classroom
area was renovated to form standard classrooms, and insulation
was installed between the ceiling and the existing roof. An open
house was held, and many of the parents were favorable to the
completed project. The students, and especially the teachers,
have been extremely pleased with the finished project. The
School District did receive federal funds for insulation to offset
some of the costs incurred by the District. The gymnasium was
painted and the woodwork and doors varnished. Several class-
rooms were painted in an attempt to keep the school in good
condition.
Graduation exercises were held on Thursday, June 1 1, 1981,
when 54 students received diplomas. The guest speaker was
Steven P. Smith, Executive Director of the N.H. Lung Association.
Honor speakers were Dawn Allain, Jeffen/ Blais and Kristin
Marzloff, Departmental awards went to Dawn Allain in Social
Studies; Kristin Marzloff in Science; Jeffrey Blais in English; and
Elaine Samson in Mathematics. Honor student award went to
Kristin Marzloff; P.T.A. Award-Most Improved went to Warren
Gibby; Principal's Award to Samantha Trembly; and School
Board Award for Citizenship to Brian Gosselin.
I would like to thank the parents, faculty, staff, School Board,
School Volunteers, P.T.A., the Superintendent of School and his
staff, and those other members of the community whose efforts
have been extremely valuable in the support of good education.
Finally, I would like to extend a special thank you to Millie
Preston, School Secretary, whose professional committment to
the Auburn Village School has been beyond reproach. During
this past summer Millie Preston passed away. She worked for the
Auburn School District for twelve years. During her working days
she provided many valuable services to the students, parents,
teachers, principals, and school board members she worked for I
experienced the personal touch she had with students and will
never forget the dedication she had as my personal secretary.
A scholarship fund has been established in her name. To date
several people have made contributions to the fund. Those
interested in making a donation may do so by writing a check to
The Citizens Scholarship Fund for Millie Preston, and mail it to






























































































In May 1976 the Manchester School Department formed the
'Vocational Education Regional Advisory Committee" (V,E R.A.C.)
to which I was appointed by the Auburn School Board as the
Auburn representative. This Group is composed of several
members of the Manchester School Board, representatives of
surroundiny towns J"d ropreoentatives of various trades and
crafts.
The purpose of A/ERAC " is to create a vocational training facility
capable of providing a saleable skill to the high schoo' graduate
who IS not college bound. The skill center will seri/e the luniorand
seniors with an extended double period each day, in the skill of
their choice, while the basic courses are obtained in the home
high school
From May of 1976 to June of 1979, the effort was spent in
drafting programs to meet the areas needs, and the repetitious
compiling and filing request forms for funding with the State
Board of Education. In June 1 979 the State Board voted to fund
the proposed skill center at a cost of approximately 57.000,000,
With the project funded the past thirty (30) months have been
spent finalizing the architectual plans, curriculum, and equipment
requirements-
The scheduled opening of the new facility, located |ust south of
Memorial High School off South Porter Street, is September of
1982.
The initial courses offered are: Agricultural/Horticultural
Resources: Applied Mechanics: Auto Body; Auto Mechanics:
Building Maintenance: Child Care: Construction Carpentry:
Distnbutive Education; Drafting; Electncity: Electronics: Food
Services; Graphic Arts: Health Occupations: Machine Shop:
Office Occupations; Plumbing: and Sheet Metal Trades.
The various programs have recommended courses that should
be taken during the freshman and sophomore years to provide
the student a sound foundation for the specialized skill training. It
Is suggested that the parents of eighth grade students that are
interested in utilizing the Skill Center visit the Auburn Guidance
Counselor to review the courses offered and suggested pre-
paratory courses before the freshman high school courses are
selected.
Albert H. Burtt. Jr
Mr. Al Burtt, Jr.
2 Lantern Lane
Auburn, New Hampshire 03032
Dear Mr. Burtt:
We were most impressed with your presentation t our recent
School Board meeting concerning the status report on the
Manchester Vocational Skill Center.
As you have voluntarily served nearly six years with this
committee, we wish to thank you most sincerely for the time and
effort you have contributed to this project.
The benefits of your services will certainly be most rewarding to
the students of Auburn as they pursue a career conducive to
their needs.
On behalf of the Community, School Board, and the students of






REPORT OF THE SCHOOL BOARD
The past year has been a planning year for your School
Board Many hours have been spent discussing mutual
problems with school boards of surrounding communities, as
well as Auburn's needs for the future. Bringing and keeping
our elementary school up to State mmimuni t^nd^rds, be inn
constantly aware of the economic pressures on the com-
munity, plus the ongoing curriculum of the high school as it
pertains to our students, makes constant planning a must for
the Auburn School District The foresight of previous boards,
have allowed the Auburn School to grow steadily without
jeopardizing the educational quality with overcrowded class-
rooms and the need to discontinue important core facilities
sucn as libraries, special education programs, art and music.
Our curriculum, of which we are quite proud, lacks primarily
in the area of industrial or domestic arts. With this type of
exposure at the junior high level some of the potential high
school drop outs could find an area that they could excel, or
at least pertorm in. This area should be studied again when
additional space is considered. The renovations to the upper
level of the Auburn Village School has proved to most
beneficial in allowing our students to have a self-contained
situation.
As can be expected in an operation the size of our school
system, maintenance of our building, grounds and equip-
ment is an operation that must be dealt with on a day-to-day
basis. Our school costs are no different than the prices rises
we have all witnessed in our homes or businesses. Paper
products, transportation and maintenance costs have shown
large gams and the high school tuition will exceed one half
million dollars of our budget. In spite of the energy crisis,
spiralmg costs and shortages, we have managed to continue
all programs with no curriculum cut backs. This can be
sttributed to resourceful planning and spending by our
Supe'rintendent, Central Office Staff and our principal.
We have a fine staff this year headed by our competent
principal, Mr, Raymond Bourque The dedication and enthu-
siasm of the staff is very self evident as you walk through the
school and see the classrooms humming with activity, attend
The music programs, team games, gym shows and art contests.
In all of these areas, when you notice the interest and spirit
displayed by our children, you know that behind them you will
find a dedicated teacher. It would be unfair to close this report
without acknowledging the fine job done by our school nurse,
secretary, librarian, bus drivers, dustodians and cafeteria
workers. Without the help of these people and their untiring
efforts to make the Auburn Village School better, we wouldn't







To the Superintendent of Schools, Principal,
School Board and Citizens of Auburn
In striving for excellence in the school health program, I serve as
a consultant to the administrative staff and other school per-
sonnel in planning all aspects of the school health program.
Counsel students and staff when necessary in health related
problems.
Exercise leadership in assuring that the school health program
is an integral part of community health.
Serve as a liaison betv^^een school, home and community
agencies.
Know/ and support school policies.
Four immunization clinics w/ere held during the school year Dr
R. Cohen was the attending physician. One hundred and thirty-












receiving treatment 1 2
1
DPT
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #15 BUDGET
1980-82
AMOUNTS TO BE PAID BY DISTRICTS
1981-82
AUBURN VILLAGE SCHOOL
GRADE Spec. Ed. Total
34 54 61 46 44 59 46 59 407
High Schools
GRADE
















































































































































































































































































































































































H B EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS, INC.
HOVEY'S AUDIO VISUAL
MAINCO SCHOOL SUPPLY CO.
MAINCO SCHOOL SUPPLY CO.
N.H. MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
SCHOOL SPECIALTY SUPPLY, INC.
ZANER-BLOSER HANDWRITING
CONTINENTAL PRESS
NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL SUPPLY
NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL SUPPLY

















CHANNING L BETE CO
HARTCO PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC
NATIONAL STUDY OF SCHOOL EVALUATION
HOVEY'S AUDIO VISUAL
HOVEY'S AUDIO VISUAL
































































WILCOX & FOLEH COMPANY
1100 630
ADDISON WESLEY PUBLISHING CO
ADDISON WESLEY PUBLISHING CO.
LAIDLAW BROTHERS
SILVER BURDEH COMPANY
ADDISON WESLEY PUBLISHING CO












GOULET PRINTING COMPANY. INC.
THE AMER PEOPLE'S HISTORICAL SOC
1100 630
GOFF CHEVROLET INC























HB EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS, INC
NH DISTRIBUTING AGENCY
HB EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS, INC
EDUCATIONAL INSTALLATIONS, INC
1100 741
COLLIN'S VARIETY STORE, INC
COLLINS VARIETY STORE, INC
DON'S SPORT CENTER INC
1200 561
CITY OF MANCHESTER

























































































































FUEL ACTIVATOR CHEMICAL CORP












STAN'S MASURY PAINT STORE
STAN'S MASURY PAINT STORE
2540 652
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF N H.
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF N H
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF N H
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF N H
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF N H
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF N H
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH.
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF N H
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF N H








JIM TROMBLY PLUMBING & HEATING CO.
JIM TROMBLY PLUMBING & HEATING CO
HERBERT HEWEH
APPLIANCE REFINISHING OF N H , INC.
CLEAN-0-RAMA
NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL SUPPLY
LIGHTING SERVICES






HOBART SALES & SERVICE
QUADRA/VUE
JOHNSON'S WINDOW FASHIONS
MOLLOY SOUND & VIDEO CONTRACTORS
MOLLOY SOUND & VIDEO CONTRACTORS
































































































































































GETTY REFINING & MARKETING COMPANY
GETTY REFINING & MARKETING COMPANY
MOBIL OIL CREDIT CORPORATION
GETTY REFINING & MARKETING COMPANY
MOBIL OIL CREDIT CORPORATION
MOBIL OIL CREDIT CORPORATION
GETTY REFINING & MARKETING COMPANY
MOBIL OIL CREDIT CORPORATION
GETTY REFINING & MARKETING COMPANY
MOBIL OIL CREDIT CORPORATION
GETTY REFINING & MARKETING COMPANY
GETTY REFINING & MARKETING COMPANY
MOBIL OIL CREDIT CORPORATION
GETTY REFINING & MARKETING COMPANY
MOBIL OIL CREDIT CORPORATION
MOBIL OIL CREDIT CORPORATION
















Theme The Way We Were
Song The Best of Times
Program
PROCESSIONAL Graduates and Marshals
INVOCATION Rev. Hubert J. Topliff
Longmeadow Congregational Church
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE All
HONOR SPEAKERS Dawn Allain
Jeffrey Blais
Kristin Marzloff
GUEST SPEAKER Steven P. Smith








PT.A. AWARD - MOST IMPROVED
SERVICE AWARD
SCHOOL BOARD AWARD - CITIZENSHIP
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS. Mr. Robert Lewis
Chairman, Auburn School Board
BENEDICTION Father John F. Burke
St Peter's Church
RECESSIONAL Graduates































Edward A Lemon, Jr.
David Mark Luicha
Kristin Lorraine Marzloff
Richard John Miville, Jr






















First Vice-President Kristen Fischer









Flower Boy and Girl






OFFICE OF THE SELECTMEN
P.O. BOX 218 AUBURN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03032
February 9, 1982
TEL. 483-2281
To The Residents of Auburn:
After two and one half years of unrelenting effort by the
Auburn Master Plan Committee the Town's Master Plan
project has been completed. This plan was completed with
the assistance of Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission.
The Committee also spent many hours in the updating of the
Zoning Ordinances so that they would meet tlie present and
future needs of the community. The Board of Selectmen
would like to thank all of those that participated in this
work
.
It appears that cable t.v. will become a reality for our
community in the near future. Present plans are to have the
United Cable Co. commence the construction of a tower and
trunk line.s sometime during the month of March. If all goes
according to the plan approximately 20 miles of cable will
be ready for hook-ups by the first of July.
We have all been plagued by the gypsy moth infestation during
the past year. The feasibility of spraying the Town was
explored. Town representatives have met witli State entomologists,
foresters, and the Manchester V.'ater Works. " Experts " have
advised us that the possibility of successfully eradicating
the moths are very remote. The cost of spraying would be
very substantial, if not prohibitive. In addition we would be
facing environmental problems in view of the Town's proximity
to the area water supply. Reluctantly, the Selectmen have
concluded that a spraying program would not be effective.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all Board and
Committee members who have devoted many hours of hard work




Gerald R. Lacourse Daniel J. Carpenter
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REPORT OF THE
SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE PLANNING COMMISSION
Since the Commission's last report to the Town, Federal budget reductions and recissions have hampered efforts to sustain the level
of staffing and the varied work program to which our member communities have become accustomed over the past fifteen years.
Budget constraints have forced the Board of Commissioners (your appointed representatives) to eliminate one technician position,
reduce the combination bookkeeper and secretarial position to a part-time bookkeeper status, and most recently, to leave the vacated
graphic artist slot open. Thus far, the program area most affected has been the previously HUD-State supported regional planning
element. A severe reduction in HUD '701 ' funding, and elimination of the State match to help support the Commission's Fiscal 1 982 work
program, forced the adoption of a much-abbreviated regional planning component.
Despite these problems, the Commission has attempted to balance the needs of the outlying towns with those of the central city,
Manchester, and has been able, through its regional, transportation and local planning assistance programs, to continue services to
local officials. In the form of various reports, special studies, technical assistance, etc., member communities have had important
concerns addressed and been able to receive help on a wide range of issues. Several have been able to initiate public improvement
projects which are eligible for State and Federal financial assistance.
During the past year, some of the work accomplished under the regional and transportation planning elements has included:
• An evaluation of progress made, by the Commission, toward the implementation of previously-adopted regional land
use and housing plans (parts of the regional comprehensive plan);
• Publication and wide distribution of our newsletter, "Project", through which timely articles and news items on a wide
variety of subjects ranging from recent court decisions on planning and zoning matters, community tax base analysis,
and the use of the performance standards for new development evaluation, to water quality management have been
brought to the attention of municipal officials and concerned citizens;
• A seminar for General Court members representing the Commission's communities, during which they had an
opportunity to informally discuss our responsibilities, programs, services and relationship with the towns with
Commissioners and staff;
• A workshop on the National Flood Insurance Program conducted for the benefit of areawide selectmen, building
- inspectors, planning board members and the general public;
• A workshop conducted by representatives of the New Hampshire Department of Public Works and Highways on the
Department's "5-Year Highway Improvement Program, 1981-1985 for the Southern New Hampshire Planning
Commission Subregion". Municipal officials and the public were invited to obtain a briefing on projects in their res-
pective communities and to become familiarized with the project qualification and selection process.
• The completion of a "Community Recreation Survey" of facilities, programs, financing, staffing, and issues through
interviews with officials in each community. The results are expected to be published by the Office of State Planning
during the Spring of 1982;
• Extensive work, by Commissioners and staff, with area-wide Boards of Selectmen and members of the New Hampshire
Legislature in an effort to correct numerous inequities in RSA Chapter 566 which will seriously impact local tax rates
resulting from implementation of the State Solid Waste Plan. (Details were reported in the December, 1981 issue of
"Project"); and
• Co-sponsored, with the Nashua Regional Planning Commission, a workshop on interpretation of the provisions of
RSA 31:118 and 1 1 9 regarding zoning for mobile homes. Staff also worked with the legal counsel of the New Hampshire
Municipal Association drafting proposed amendments on behalf of our member communities.
StudiesundertakenbyCommissionstaff, or for the Commission by consultants, or by the State of New Hampshire in conjunction with
the annual update of the Metropolitan Manchester Transportation Planning Study (area coverage includes the City of Manchester and
the Towns of Auburn, Bedford, Goffstown, Hooksett, and Londonderry) include:
• "School Enrollment" (March, 1981);
• "Urban Goods Movement Study FY 1981, Central Business District Manchester, New Hampshire" (April, 1981);
• "Land Use Update FY 1981 Metropolitan Manchester Planning Study Area" (May, 1981);
• "Metropolitan Manchester Planning Study Area Employment Estimates" (June, 1981);
• "Urban Impact Analysis FY 1981 Metropolitan Manchester Planning Study Area" (June, 1981);
• "A Preliminary Evaluation of Reasonably Available Transportation Control Measures for the Reduction of Carbon
Monoxide Emissions in the Manchester, New Hampshire Metropolitan Area" (June, 1981) by C.E. McGuire, Inc.;
• "South Manchester-Londonderry Sub-Area Transportation Study" (June, 1981) by the COMSIS Corp.; and
• "Metropolitan Manchester Planning Area Long Range Highway Plan" (December, 1981).
Local Planning Assistance Services
A representative sampling of staff services provided to the Town of Auburn during the year, some of which were contractual
arrangements as opposed to being so-called "basic" services which are routinely available, included:
• The completion of the addressing system including the preparation of the ordinance, listings of streets serviced by
the RFD and 03103 ZIP routes, the resident address notification letter, mounting instructions, press release, the
- Address Master Map, and the Numbering Atlas, (contract)
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• Completion of the "Master Plan, Town of Auburn, N.H."and "Appendix" following approximately two years of very
intensive, and extensive work. The efforts and dedication of all of those who assisted were greatly appreciated.
' (contract, with subsidy from the Commission)
• Provided the Planning Board with copies of court opinions and guidance relative to the land subdivision review process.
• Provided the Board of Selectmen with assistance regarding "subdivision by deed" and the application of the zoning
ordinance and subdivision regulations provisions.
• Provided the Planning Board and Board of Selectmen with updated copies of "Planning Legislation In New Hampshire".
• Provided the Planning Board with sample material needed to bring the Subdivision Regulations into compliance with
the 1981 amendments to RSA 36:23, "Board's Procedures on Plats".
• Provided the Fire Department with large scale copies of the Town base map, with road index.
• Provided the Building Inspector with assistance regarding enforcement of the Zoning Ordinance (mobile homes) in
light of the 1981 legislative provisions in RSA 31:118 and 1 19.
• Provided the Auburn Village School administration with copies of municipal base maps for use in preparation of the
school transportation study.
• Provided the Board of Selectmen and the Planning Board with extensive assistance regarding enforcement of
RSA 155-E "Local Regulation of Excavations".
• Provided the Planning Board with staff assistance (on site inspection and access from a State-maintained highway)
regarding a proposed residential subdivision in a wetlands areas.
• Provided the Zoning Board of Adjustment with various suggestions and citations involving issues within their
. jurisdiction.
• Provided the Board of Selectmen with notice of public hearings on the adoption of criteria governing the designation
and mapping of "prime wetlands" under RSA 483-A:7.
• Provided the Auburn Fire Department with listings of road section address ranges.
• Provided the Board of Selectmen, Planning Board, Zoning Board of Adjustment, and the Building Inspector with notices
and schedules of the Municipal Law Lecture Series held during the Fall, 1981.
Auburn's representatives on the Commission are:
Commissioners: Mr Philip Hujar
Mr. Robert Frasier
Mr. Donald Marzloff, Alternate
Executive Committee: Mr Philip Hujar
Metropolitan Manchester Transportation




I would like to take the opportunity to explain the background
and the major Zoning Ordinance and Map changes proposed
by the Auburn Planning Board that will be placed on the
March 9, 1982 ballot for the Town Meeting.
The vote at the 1 979 Town Meeting empowered the Select-
men to spend $18,000.00 to employ the expertise of the
Southern New Hampshir Planning Commission in developing
a Master Plan for Auburn. The Selectmen then appointed a
Citizens Advisory Committee of approximately twenty citizens
and elected officials to work with the Southern New Hampshire
Planning Commission. Over the past two and one half years, the
group has developed a Master Plan that fits the needs
expressed by the Townspeople in a questionaire and through
interviews with all elected and appointed officials. The Master
Plan that has been presented to the Selectmen is a guide as to
the present and future areas of need and possible approaches
to these needs.
The area of immediate need and that which is to be voted on, is
a revision of the 1 967 Zoning Ordinances and Zoning Map. As
with all things, time has a way of changing needs and
regulations that govern them. One of the major changes is the
creation of two types of agriculture, "Commercial Agriculture"
and "Non-Commercial Agriculture". Non-Commercial Agri-
culture constitutes the primary use of the land being that of
residential and Commercial Agriculture where agriculture
constitutes the primary use of the land. This change eliminates
the existing situation where it is technically illegal to sell
most farm products or by-products for gain without a "Special
Exception". At the same time, we are proposing the zones
involved be expanded to include "Residential" and
"Commercial".
Another major change is the creation of a "Conservation and
Open Space District", where the intent is to protect wetlands
and steep slope areas. Under the proposed district, it will set
guidelines to follow rules and regulations of the New
Hampshire Water Resources Special Board and protect the
long term interests of wetlands and the effects on the
surrounding areas. In regard to slopes, all areas that are greater
than 25% in slope, as determined through topographic surveys
and aerial photos, are in the new district.
This summary has been presented to acquaint you with the
proposed changes in the Zoning Ordinances and Maps. Copies
of the entire Master Plan proposal may be borrowed from the
town office, prior to the Town Meeting, to aid in answering any
questions you might have.
Sincerely,
Albert H. Burtt, Jr.
Chairman
Auburn Planning Board
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment meets upon demand,
usually monthly to hear requests for variances and special
exceptions. During the year 1981 the Board hear 12 cases.
Applications to Board may be made through the Zoning





The Building Inspector/Zoning Officer has regular office
hours at the Town Hall on Chester Road on Monday nights
from 7:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. Answers to zoning questions and
building permits can be obtained at that time. During the day
the Building Inspector/Zoning Officer can be reached
through the Selectmen's Office (483-2281).
76 permits for remodeling, additions, etc.
1 8 permits for new homes





The New Hampshire Civil Defense, the Balance of State
Private Industry Council, the New Hampshire Fire Marshall's
Office, the State Police, and the Department of Safety held a
three day seminar in Concord which I attended. Hazardous
materials and waste awareness were the topics discussed.
I plan to attend more of these seminars as they become







Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
January 1, 1981 to December 31, 1981











State of New Hampshire











Division of Motor Vehicles
AUBURN POLICE DEPARTMENT
1981 was a year of growth for the Auburn Police Department. The Police Department continued its system of 24 hour coverage.
Day and evening patrols were maintained.
In the month of January a cruiser maintenance program was initiated. After each month each cruiser was checked. A log is kept of
all repairs and maintenance.
In the month of March a proactive patrol was instituted for house checks. All citizens are reminded again this year to contact the
Police Department and report those houses that will be vacant because of vacations, under construction, for sale, etc. A tear out
form has been printed in this year's Town Report.
Inthemonthof June, Edward Dauphinais was added to the department after completing an officer selection process. This brought
the Police Department to its full complement of five special officers. Each new officer has successfully completed a six-month in-
service training program. Each officer is now certified by the State of New Hampshire as required under current law.
Throughout the year, the Police Department conducted sessions in coordinating the Driver Education Program held at Auburn
Village School.
In the month of October, the Police Department started a program of monthly department meetings and in-service training
sessions.
During the past year the Auburn Police Department has worked very closely with the New Hampshire State Police, the
Rockingham County Sheriff's Department, the Manchester Police Department, and the Manchester Water Works Shed Patrol. We
wish to thank these organizations and the residents of Auburn for their time and efforts.
_ _ Lloyd P. Wood— " Chief
Offense Incident Statistics - 1981
Auburn Police Department









Person to Gall in Emergency: Tel:
>kil Delivery Cancelled: Yes No Newspaper Delivery Cancelled: Yes No
Information :_
Date LeavJag: Date Returning:
Please return to the Auburn Police Dept., Town Hall, CheBter Rd., Auburn Tel.# 483-2922
or 772-4717
Auburn Police Department





Lights I.eft On: Alarm;
Vehicles :
Other:
Person to Gall in Emergency: Tel
;
Mail Delivery Cancelled: Yes No Newspaper Delivery Cancelled: Yes No
Information
:
Date Leaving: Date Returning:











TO REPORT A FIRE
OR MEDICAL EMERGENCY ONLY: 483-2521
FIRE STATION: 483-8141
The Auburn Volunteer Fire Department responded to 150 calls for
the year ended December 31 , 1 981













The volunteer firefighter sets himself apart from all other volunteers
In the country. He takes from his family, his work, his leisure time, and
even his sleep, those hours which could be more comfortably spent,
and he give them as a gift to his community. There Is an added
dimension to his generosity, his selflessness. He leave the security
of his home to confront the dark and dangerous unknown of a bu ring
building and the tragedy of a motor vehicle accident. He gives more
than time, although the hours of training, fire prevention campaigns
and equipment maintenance are considerable. He gives of himself,
thereon the line In the most hazardous of situations and there is no
greater service than that.
There are forty active members on the fire department roster. The
fire fighting personnel have attended advanced training sessions
throughout the state. The rescue personnel have undergone exten-
sive training as well. In September, the Auburn Fire Department
sponsored a mock disaster on the airstrip on Bunker Hill Road.
The department purchased the 3000 feet of 4 inch large diameter
hose approved at the 1981 town meeting. The hose Is currently
stored on three of the initial attack trucks. In late spring of 1981, a
controlled burn was conducted and the new hose was proven a
worthwhile Investment,
To better serve this community, the Women's Auxiliary purchased
for the fire department, a sophisticated recording system that Is
currently In use at the firehouse. This equipment provides the
department with automatic recordings of emergency calls and
transmissions.
Through donations and money earned from Fire Department
sponsored dances, the rescue engine was repaired and upgraded to
make It a superior well supplied emergency vehicle. Money received
In this manner is currently being saved so that a hose reel can be
Installed on Engine Six to hold the 3000 feet of 4 Inch hose. Donated
dollars are also used for the regular maintenance of the fire trucks
and firehouse. Auburn citizen continued support is appreciated.
As a public service to the town, the fire department offers Instruction
In CPR (Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation) and Advanced First Aid as
well as chimney and stove inspections.
The public Is advised that the fire department responds to every call
no matter how serious or small. Remember, It Is easier to cancel a call
than It Is to decide after a house burns down or someone dies that the
fire department should have been called. Please help the department
find your emergency by posting your new address on your home and
mailbox.
The Fire Department exists to protect the lives and property of the
residents of Auburn.












The first annual Auburn Old Home Days were held on the
Auburn School grounds from July 31st to August 2, 1981.
This event culminated months of planning by interested
citizens of our town. By encouraging participation of
individuals and organizations, we hoped to make this truly an
entire town function!
In planning this weekend, we tried to have something for
everyone!
For The Young
A Prince and Princess contest, decorated bicycle parade, pet
show, field day games, and shrine clowns.
For The Teens
A Friday night dance.
For The Curious
Square dance exhibition, a wool spinning demonstration by
Dale Phillips, and a photo display of Auburn Long Ago.
For The Hungry
A chicken barbeque, pancake breakfast, cotton candy,
assorted food canteens and even popcorn!
For The Athletic
A road race, woodsmen's contest, and a donkey baseball
game.
For Music Lovers
A folk concert by Tom Bart left. Dixieland band, Greg Rouleau
and his stack of wax, and a country western dance.
For Those Needing Some "Sort" of Inspiration
An old time church service at Longmeadow Church, Bi-
centennial Park dedication, a fun jail with lock-up on
demand, and a "heavenly display" of fireworks
For Everyone
Craft tables, game booths, and a grand parade through the
town!
As part of the Old Home DaysCelebration, the Auburn Lion's
Club sponsored a Donkey Baseball game on the eve of
August 1 St - for the second year in a row our opponent was
the Auburn Volunteer Fire Department, and for the second
year in a row, the fire department, with the help from the
Women's Auxilary, proved to be the more superior "Jack
Astronauts" by winning 2 to 1. The most important thing is
that eveyone, players and the five hundred twenty nine
spectators, had an enjoyable evening filled with sidesplitting
laughter. Profits realized from the game will be used by the
Lion's club for worthy service projects within the town during
the comingyear. The Auburn Lion'sClub wishes to thank the
Fire Department and the people of Auburn for helping to
make our event a success.
The Auburn Recreation Committee sponsored the fire works
display, held on Saturday, August 1st. to highlight our Town's
first celebration. We hope that everyone enjoyed the fire-
works and we wish to thank town moderator Don Stritch, for a
job well done for both selecting a "Heavenly Display" and
setting it off!
The Auburn 4-H Clubs had a game booth and a food canteen;
these were run by 4-Hers and their leaders. With the profit, a
4-H Washington Scholarship Fund has been set up. This is to
encourage any Auburn 4-H teen to participate in one week of
citizenship training, seeing our capital, and meeting other4-
Hers from other cities and states. This is held at the National
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4-H Center in Washington, D.C. We feel it is a good invest-
ment for our future- In tfie past, at least tfiree 4-Hers tiave
taken part in this experience. Thie 4-H Clubsof Auburn would
like to thank Steve and Joey (Robie) Delaney for their
guidance in running the canteen and the people of Auburn
for patronizing it.
'Still remembered, cherished forever
Those at home and abroad
Whose duty performed
Won and preserved our freedom"
This is the inscription on the memorial in the center of the Bi-
centennial Park tVlaster of ceremony, Don Stritch. delivered
a moving speech Father Knotts and Reverend Topliff were
present to lead to people in prayer. The memorial was
unveiled by Ida Newcomb and Alice Stacy, and the Boy
Scouts played taps. The laying of the wreath was by Maurice
Biron and Herb Chase. tVlr. Harry Flanders, our town repre-
sentative, was responsible for organizing this fitting
dedication.




Dunking Booth. Breakfast, and
Games- Money donated to Millie
Preston Scholarship fund.
A Photo Exhibition of Auburn
Games. Face Painting - Cotton
candy- Money used to improve

















Plans are already underway for this years Old Home Days
Celebration and any suggestions are welcomed. July 23 and
24 are the dates set and we hope for an even bigger and better
weekend! The real goal we are striving for is to build a sense of
pride and fellowship in our community.
We hope to see you there!
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ROAD COMMITTEE REPORT
The H ighway Committee was appointed by the Selectmen in
May of 1981 to review our roads and bridges and mal<e
recommendations not only for the coming year but hopefully
for a few years in the future.
Due to many difficulties beyond our control, we were not as
effective initially as hoped. Prior to our coming involved as a
committee the Selectmen, Highway Agent, and the State
Highway representative of Division 5 had committed the
Town to the reconstruction of the Raymond Road from the
Village Four Corners to Eaton Road. The money for this
project came from a variety of funds that had restrictions as
to the way they could be spent and within a specific time
frame.
We have agreed as a committee to urge the Town to try
shimming in lieu of tarring projects this year with the exception
of sealing the newly rebuilt Maple Falls Road. The shimming
will be concentrated on the Hooksett Road from Maple Falls
Road to the Hooksett line. Also, Pingree Hill Road from Calef
Road to the bridge near Nutt Road and Wilson Crossing from
Route 121 toSpofford Road. If funds remain after doing these
the balance of the shimming account will be on Wellington
Road.
The Committee also came to the conclusion that we should be
looking at the paved roads we have required the developers to
construct. Most of these are in good condition with the
exception of our first development, Margate Drive. We feel the
Town should have this commercially resurfaced with approx-
imately 1" of hot top to insure ourselves against long range
higher repairs and further deterioration.
We have also addressed ourselves to recommending future
reconstruction projects; however more time is necessary for
an in depth financial analysis. There have been specific areas
we feel need attention this year that can't wait such as the
culvert at the mill by the depot.
We feel a definite change in direction has been recom-
mended for 1 982 and confidently expect a higher input in the
coming year.
Respectfully,
Donald W. Dollard, Chairman
Earl J. Davis, Town Engineer
Ralph M. Seavey
Ethan V. Howard, III



















Total number of sub-divisions approved 1981 is four
resulting in the creation of 1 1 new residential lots.
In 1 981 the Planning Board held three non-residential site
plan reviews which were all approved resulting in one
addition to an existing market, one new gasoline pump
installation, and the addition of light hardware to an existing
lumber retail sales establishment.
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LIST OF PROPERTY OWNERS AS OF APRIL 1 , 1 981
CURRENT ASSESSED VALUATION TAXED AT
87% OF SOUND VALUATION
L7B
L'B
L/B Davis, Theodore E Jr & Anita
L7B Davis, Wayne P & Sharon R
178 Davis, Wilham E & Jacqueline
L/B Day, Carl L & Donee M
LAND DeCato, RichardJ Jr
L/B Dehart, Walter A & Susan E
L/B Delacoe, James & Shirley
L/B Demanche, Roger & Simone
L/B Demers, Antonio J
L/B Demers, Roger J & Jeannine A
LAND Denys, Louis J & Kathleen M
L'B DeRepentigny, Ruben J Jr & Dale I
L/B Deschesnes Heirs. Jules
LAND Desfosses, George A & Helen
LAND Desfosses, George A & Helen
L/B Desfosses, George A & Helen
L/B Desfosses! Rene R & Stella
LAND Desfosses, Robert & Annette
L/B Desfosses, Robert & Annette
L/B Desmarais, Walter A & Gwendolyn
L/B Desrochers, Gerald Jr & Sharon D
L/B Devine, Mary T
L/B Devitt, Frederick Jr & Cynthia E
L/B Deyo, Michael R & Diane L
LAND Difranco, Christopher & Rose
LAND Difranco, Christopher & Rose
LAND Difranco, Donald & Assunta
LAND Difranco, Donald & Assunta
L/B Dignard, Michael A & Donnie S
LAND Dimauro, Mary A & Marietta R
L/B Dionne, Arthur J & Lucille T
L/B Dionne, Emile J & Persis M
L/B Dionne, Louis H & Lydia L
LAND Dioro, Joseph P & Angela
LiB Diorio, Joseph P & Angela
L/B Director 00 Varo
L/B Dittmer, Paul R & Barbara
L/B Dix, Robert W & Martha F
L/B Dobe, John T & Patricia A
L/B Dobelbower, Kenneth H & Virginia
L/B Dolbec, Paul & Irene Y
LAND Dollard, Donald W & Ann B
L/B Dollard, Donald W & Ann B
LAND Dollard, Francis J
L/B Dollard. Francis J
LAND Dollard. James F & Amy
L/b Dollard, William M & Lena K
BLDG Donelson, John M & Bernardine P
L/B Donohue, George B & Patricia A
LAND Doohttle, Paul
L/B Doukas, Arthur H & Diane
L/B Downs, Richard E & Diane N
L/B Doyle, Daniel J
L/B Doyon, Paul J & Cecile
L/B Drago, Michael L & Margaret A
L/B Dross. Michael & Linda
L/B Dross, William G & Shirley A
L/B Drouin, Henri & Madeleine I
L/B Drouin. Reiean J & Lorraine A
L/B Drown, Harry F & Irene A
BLDG Duffley, Charles
L/B Duffy, John P & Esther
L/B Dufour, Ernest C & Ruth E
L/B Duggan, Anne Mary
L/B Duggen, Charles J & Shirley A
L/B Duquette. Michael W & Jeanine C
L/B Durand. Earl W & Linda C
MH Dustin, Annette A & Lucienne








































































LAND Hill Haven Dev Cnrp
LAND Hill Haven Dev Corp
L/B Hill, Harry B & June
L/B Hills & Banks
LAND Himinelfarb, David & Leah
L;B Hitchen, Warren & Lily E
L/B Hobson. Merrill & Barbara C
L/B Holden, Stephen G & Kathleen M
L/B Holman. David C & Kathleen
L/B Hood Gordon A & Louise C
L'B Hooper. Leonard R & Carol A
L/B Horion, Sylvio W & Muriel
L'B Howard. Ethan V III & Lynne
LAND Howard. Lawrence
L/B Hov/ell, Barbara
L/B Hrycuna Phillip M & Christine W
LAND Huges, Richard J & Evelyn J
LAND Hughes, Robert D & Marianne E
L/B Huiar, Joseph & Mary
L/B Hu|ar. Philip & Vera
L/B Hunzeker, William A
L/B Hurley. Lawrence A & Helen J
LMH Insurance Towing Service
L. B Intimate Friends Club
L/B Isaak. Barbara L
L/B Isabelle. Joseph P & Sheila
BLDG Itron Charles W
LAND J A F Inc
L/B Jackitis, Louis R & Carol M
LAND Jackman. Dons A
L/B Jackman, Dons A
L/B Jackman, Paul & Jeannme
LAND Jackson & Conley
L/B Jackson, Rodney P & Deborah
L/B Jacob, Richard L & Michelle J
L/B Jacobsen, Alfred G Jr & Irene A
LAND Jacobson, Nicholas & Patricia
L/B Jamison, Nicholas B & Diane L
L. B Jamrog & Fletcher
L'B Jamrog, Thomas M
L/B Jamroz. Nellie B
L/B Jamroz. Walter W & Patricia S
L/B Janelle, Richard & Debra
L/B Jaskolka, Daniel E & Diane L
L/B Jenkins, David S & Claudia E
LAND Jenkins, Howard L Jr
L/B Jennings. Mane E
L/B Jodoin, George & Anita M
L/B Jodoin, Louis J & Gladys S
L/B Jodoin. Michael A & Diane C
L/B Johnson. Charles J & Mary L
LAND Johnson, John A
L/B Johnson, Lando H & Patricia A
L/B Johnson, Maurice & Gloria
L/B Johnson, Stephen M & Joanne A
LAND Johnson, William G & Anna D
LAND Johnston, Robert L & Grace A
L/B Jones, Alvah A & Frances N
L/B Joubert, Timothy F & Joan
LAND Kasper & Racicot
L/B Kellett, Charles D & Bessie J
TRLR Kelley, Arthur F
L/B Kelly, Joseph H & June A
BLDG Kelly, Thomas J & Joan G















Today, we have come here to show our deep feelings and
devotion to the mighty roots of democracy planted in 200 years
of belief, faith and concern for the greater calling heard by so
many and who consequently gave so much. This monument
erected by the Town of Auburn for those who have served their
country so well, here at home, in uniform, and overseas in
orther tht future generations could test their mettle in freedom
far from the fears of tyranny and oppression. That, they could
blossom to the fullest extent of their potential and that their
children and their children's children would forever say -Thank
God for America.
I speak today for those mothers who gave their sons....and wept
thereafter - none of their actions have been in vain, none of
your efforts and sacrifices have been lost - for you in your
selfless love have given a monument that will forever inspire,
that your courage will act as a guide for the conduct of other yet
to come. Blessed are they who give to others with no thought of
personal return - your place has been secured among your
fellow citizens unto eternity. And, your memory everlasting.
In the next 100 years when many great knowledges become
known to us through science, the arts, and human growth, they
shall look back at these deeds, at this symbal of Auburn love,
and say...This is the meaning of America.
CHARLES DONALD STRITCH

